
 

ADVENTURE CAMPING 
What’s a Guider to do? The girls want to adventure camp and/or trip. 
 

November 18-20, 2016  
 

 

Some of the time, all of the time, never 

Attitudes related to no trace camping  
 

Designate 3 - or add more options along a line with all at 1 end and never at the other. 
 

Add or subtract items as appropriate to the type of camping.  
 

Individuals position themselves on the line for each item.  
 

The benefit of this activity is the discussion that follows – by groupings or at the end.  
 

FIRE 
1. I tie my hair back. 
2. I light fires on rock, never earth. 
3. I ring my fire with rocks or other non burnables. 
4. I use existing fire pits when available. 
5. I or another stays by my fire. 
6. My fire is out before I go to bed or leave. 
7. I use dead wood for fire. 
8. I burn only wood/paper products, never plastic. 
 
 
EARTH 
1. I never litter. 
2. I walk on trails, not make new or wider trails. 
3. I bury waste 70 m from water where no thunder box. 
4. I bury or carry out toilet paper where no thunder box. 
5. I carry out any sanitary products. 
6. I leave no food around for animals. 
7. When brushing my teeth, I spit on ground or in a shallow hole, not on leaves/plants. 
8. I pitch my tent on well drained ground. I do not trench. 
9. I return any rocks I use for fire or tent to their original location. 
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WATER 

1. I never wash my hair in the lake.. 
2. I never wash my body in the lake. 
3. I dispose of any waste water well away from the lake. 
4. I pee well away from the lake. 
5. I never urinate in the lake. 
6. I never throw garbage into the lake. 
7. I wear a PFD when in a boat. 
8. I do not boat or swim alone. 
9. I tell someone else where I am going when I boat. 
10. I carry the required equipment when I boat. 
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